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10. Statue of Originality
Clinical heterogeneity in the response of human cancers to DNA damaging agents is one of the leading problems in oncology and cancer treatment. Much of this heterogeneity is caused by genetic alterations that affect the way tumors respond to and repair DNA damage (145). It is therefore crucial to gain a thorough understanding of the cellular damage response at molecular levels, in order to develop individualized therapies that target altered DNA repair pathways in cancer (41).

Homologous recombination (HR) is known to be one of the cells most important repair pathways in response to DNA damage, for instance caused by irradiation or DNA damaging chemical agents. Hyper- and hypoactivity of HR can lead to either elevated rates of crossing over and deleterious or missense mutations of recombination intermediates, or to poor and insufficient repair of DSB. Therefore, strict and highly elaborated regulation mechanisms are necessary to prevent cells from translocations, deletions, duplications, or loss of heterozygosity and subsequent transformation into cancer cells (5). Considering the potential damage caused by excessive HR, the downregulation mechanisms of HR have been proposed to be an important additional system for the cell to prevent carcinogenesis.

Even though proteins promoting HR are well studied, proteins that possibly downregulate HR are poorly characterized at present. In yeast, the ATR (Ataxia teleangiectasia mutated and Rad3 related) homologue Mec1 is anti-recombinogenic in response to replication fork stalling, but whether the same holds true in mammalian cells is still controversially discussed. The tumor suppressor p53 has been described and established as a downregulator for HR, but the exact mechanism is still unknown and subject of investigation.

This study addresses the importance of the interaction of p53 with ATR, testing the hypothesis that phosphorylation of p53 at serine 15 (S-15) by an ATR dependent mechanism is required for the downregulation of HR in response to replicative stress, thereby suppressing HR. An isogenic cell model consisting of 3 variants, one p53null, one p53 transactivation-inactive and one p53 transactivation-inactive and S15A mutated, all three originating from the non-small cell lung cancer cell line NCI-H1299, was used to investigate differences in p53/ATR-dependent HR regulation. Subsequent changes in HR activity were quantified by monitoring the accumulation of Rad51 protein after replication fork stalling.
2. Introduction

The p53 tumor suppressor is one of the most frequently mutated genes in cancer (16). The mechanisms by which p53 affects the cellular DNA damage response have been investigated for years, focusing on p53 function as a transcription factor. However, more recent studies gave evidence that p53 further engages in transactivation-independent functions in DNA metabolism, such as the downregulation of HR (11,17,71,147). HR is an important repair mechanism required for DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair and for the response to replication fork stalling (53). HR levels inside cells are subject to careful regulation by pro-recombinogenic proteins, as well as anti-recombinogenic factors (121,135). Thus, elucidating the role of p53 in HR is of high importance to gain a better understanding of the cytotoxic effects caused by DNA damaging processes.

2.1 P53

The tumor suppressor protein p53 mainly acts as a transcriptional activator or repressor and is involved in the regulation and control of the majority of all molecular pathways contributing to the genomic stability of the cell, such as error free cell cycle progression and division as well as DNA repair and apoptosis (59,64,68,69,120). It is mutated in over 50% of all known types of human cancer (16,29,55) and has therefore been subject of intense study and investigation for the past 20 years.

2.1.1. P53 structure and functional domains

The p53 tumor suppressor gene is located on the short arm of chromosome 17 and encodes for the p53 protein, which consists of 393 amino acids. The protein structure is commonly divided into three functional domains: the N-terminal domain, the C-terminal domain and the intermediate Core-domain. The N-terminal domain mainly consists of the transactivation domain and the proline-rich SH3 (Src homology 3-like) site (Fig.1). The transactivation domain is subject to phosphorylation by various protein-kinases and is required for the regulation of transcriptional activity, interaction with different transcription factors and the MDM2 (mouse-double-minute) ubiquitin ligase.
The SH3 site interacts with proteins protecting p53 from degradation (SIN3). The Core-domain of p53 is highly conserved and analogous in all species. It contains the DNA double-strand binding site which is essential for adequate p53 binding to gene promoters and other regulative DNA elements. Its crucial role for p53’s transactivation function as well as its size predestine the core domain as a mutation ‘hotspot’ region in the p53 gene with more than 85% of all known mutations located between AA 105 and 292. (51,92). The C-terminal domain consists of the nuclear localization and export signals, the tetramerization domain and the C-terminal regulatory domain. It is further capable of recognizing multiple DNA lesions, e.g. single stranded ends, mismatches, insertion/deletion or recombination intermediates (7,34,66).

![Model of the functional domains of p53.](image)

**Figure 1:** Model of the functional domains of p53.

2.1.2. P53 Regulation

P53 is constitutively present at low levels in the cytoplasm of mammalian cells and downregulated via interaction with the E3 ubiquitin ligase MDM2, which in turn is transcriptionally activated by p53 in an autoregulatory loop (98,149). The continuous ubiquitylation via MDM2 leads to subsequent degradation of p53 in proteasomes (24,83,149). In response to DNA damage (UV, ionizing radiation, oxidative stress, chemical agents, hypoxia,) and replicative stress, p53 downregulation is suppressed. The protein is activated and stabilized (44,85) leading to accumulation, translocation to the nucleus and protein tetramerization (43,82,112). Tetramerization is the crucial step that enables p53 to act as a transcription factor via binding to regulative DNA elements of target genes. Transcriptionally active p53 has so far been identified as a specific activator or repressor for over 150 genes, mainly targeting cell cycle control,
growth, apoptosis and DNA repair to maintain genomic stability and prevent deleterious cell cycle progression. After initial activation, p53 is subject to an array of posttranslational covalent modifications, primarily site-specific acetylation, phosphorylation and dephosphorylation (Fig. 2), which tightly regulate its transactivation and transactivation-independent functions (16,56,119). A growing number of these phosphorylation sites are identified and their purpose has partially been cleared (16,20,31,87), while other phosphorylation sites as well as the corresponding kinases are still under investigation.

**Figure 2:** Model of p53 upstream and downstream regulation.
2.1.3 P53 transactivation-independent functions, DNA repair

Over recent years, the established theories about p53 pathways and functions have extended beyond its traditional role as a mere transcriptional activator. The N-terminal p53 mutant L22Q, W23S has become a valuable tool to study transactivation-independent p53 functions (137), as it abrogates p53 binding to specific gene promoters, e.g. the respective TATA boxes. Transactivation-independent functions of p53 include apoptotic and cell cycle regulatory functions (104), but have been best described for its involvement in DNA repair pathways (16,100). In general, the presence of excessive and severe DNA damage leads to p53 mediated induction of cell cycle arrest to provide adequate time for successful and error-free DNA repair. If the damage exceeds the capability of the repair mechanisms, p53, in cooperation with other regulatory proteins (e.g. BLM), induces cell death via apoptosis (141). If adequate DNA repair is possible and required, p53 is able to recognize and bind to damaged (single-stranded) DNA segments via its C-terminal domain (61,73) and to mediate DNA repair via direct protein interactions with kinases and enzymes involved in the respective pathways (11,31,48,88). Direct or transactivation-independent p53 functions in DNA repair are exerted in nucleotide excision repair (p48, XPC and TFIIH) (58,143), base excision repair (APE/REF1, DNA polymerase β, OGG1) (2,160), mismatch repair (MSH2, Mre11) (116), non-homologous end joining and homologous recombination (see below).

2.1.4. The role of phospho-S15-p53

In response to DNA damage accomplished via irradiation, cisplatin or replication fork stalling (via hydroxyurea, thymidine or aphidicolin), p53 is phosphorylated at N-terminal serine residue S-15 by the PIKK kinases ATM and ATR (4,50,111,134). This phosphorylation was formerly thought to be only required for p53 stabilization and accumulation after DNA damage, partly due to impaired binding and interaction with MDM2 kinase (122), indicating a rather passive effect of S-15 phosphorylation on p53 regulation. However, impairment of MDM2 interactions has not only been reported for S-15, but also for serine residues 37, 20 as well as threonine 18 (27), suggesting additional purposes for S-15 apart from plain p53 regulation. In further studies, the phosphorylation has been found to result in direct activation of p53 (111,126),
facilitating initiation and regulatory involvement in apoptotic processes (124) as well as enhanced binding to p300, which increases p53 transcriptional activity via acetylation (32). Interestingly, functionally impaired mutant S-15 p53 has been found to retain its transactivation activities (46), suggesting that the purpose of S-15 phosphorylation is not exclusively limited to its transactivation activities. S-15 phosphorylation has further been shown to be required for subsequent acetylation at specific C-terminal residues that are essential for recognition of specific sites of DNA damage (111).

Focusing on p53’s involvement in DNA repair pathways, phospho-S-15-p53 has been demonstrated to associate with DNA recombination repair complexes (121,161) and to co-localize, associate and directly interact with key enzymes of homologous recombination repair such as MRE11, Rad51 and Rad52 (71,103). These observations shed new light on p53’s involvement in DNA repair, not only as an indirect activator of DNA repair pathways via transactivation, but also as an active and direct mediator for the respective pathways.

2.2. ATR

ATR (ATM and rad3-related) is a large, >300kDa protein, and a member of the PIKK (phosphoinositide 3-kinase-like kinase) family, a small nuclear group of Ser/Thr kinases which is structurally related to the superfamily of PI-3 kinases. Members of this family (ATM, ATR, DNA-PK, m-TOR, SMG-1) and their downstream proteins are activated in response to replicative stress and are involved in the regulation of cell cycle checkpoint control, DNA repair and apoptosis (1,25,35,123).

In contrast to ATM and DNA-PK, which are activated in response to DNA double strand breaks, ATR is preferably activated in response to UV induced damage or replicative stress, such as dNTP (deoxynucleosidetriphosphate) depletion via hydroxurea (HU), Thymidine (TdR) or inhibition of polymerase α via aphidicolin treatment (1,6,35,136). DNA lesions that persist during replication cause functional uncoupling between blocked DNA polymerases and helicases which continue to unwind the DNA strand, resulting in long stretches of ssDNA. Those ssDNA stretches induce the recruitment of the ATR/ATRIP complex to sites of DNA lesions (162).
2. Introduction

ATRIP (ATR interacting protein) is a small protein that exclusively heterodimerizes with ATR and facilitates stabilization, proper DNA binding and interactions with other proteins (26,162).

In addition to ATR/ATRIP, a number of other proteins (claspin, TopBP1, Rad17-Rfc2-5, 9-1-1-complex) is recruited to damaged DNA sites (37,60,63,76,163,). These proteins are necessary to facilitate phosphorylation and activation of Chk1, the major downstream protein of ATR (72,157). Chk1 is a key enzyme for initiation and regulation of the intra-S, S/M and G2M checkpoints. Activation of Chk1 during S-phase leads to stabilization of replication forks, downregulation of late origin firing, blocking of cell cycle progression and facilitation of replication fork restart (86,114,158,80) (Fig.3).

**Figure 3:** Model of ATR mediations at sites of stalled replication forks.
2. Introduction

Besides its crucial function in replication fork stabilization and cell cycle checkpoint control, ATR directly phosphorylates a large number of proteins involved in several DNA repair pathways. Identified target proteins include BRCA1, BLM, WRN (participating in HR and NHEJ), FANCD2 (crosslink repair), and XPA (NER) (3,28,70, 95,133,149). In response to DNA damage caused by UV irradiation or stalling of replication forks, ATR acts as an upstream regulator for the tumor suppressor protein p53 (134), phosphorylating p53 at N-terminal sites S-15 and S37 which in turn are involved in protein stabilization, DNA binding, apoptosis (79,129,134,162) and interaction with several replication proteins (71,103) (see below).

2.3. Homologous Recombination

Homologous recombination (HR) is a highly conservative and tightly regulated DNA repair process in all known species and is activated in response to various types of DNA damage, e.g. DSBs, interstrand crosslinks and replication fork stalling in S-phase. It is conducted via DNA single strand invasion into a homologous sequence of the genome, preferably located on the sister chromatid. The homologous sequence is then used as a template to copy the correct genetic information. Similarities in procedure, participating enzymes and their molecular structure in bacterial and yeast organisms compared to human cells helped to understand the underlying mechanisms of HR in vivo. Repair enzymes such as BRCA1, BRCA2, FANC, BLM, ATR, p53 and Rad51 drive HR directly or participate at various up- and downstream levels. All steps of HR and the participating enzymes are tightly controlled via up- and downregulation to generate equalized levels of HR in cells. Failure to maintain this carefully regulated HR equilibrium leads to either insufficient or excessive DNA repair. Both conditions are disastrous for cell viability, resulting in various types of mutations like deletions, translocations, duplications, loss of heterozygosity or aneuploidy (67,159). Protection from inappropriate HR therefore contributes to genomic stability and can prevent mutations and malignant transformation.
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2.3.1. Homologous recombination at sites of DSBs

Initiation of HR at sites of DSB is carried out via a range of protein interactions. In the first step, sites of DNA DSB’s are detected by the MRN complex (consisting of the DNA damage sense kinases Mre11,Rad50 and Nbs1), followed by resection in 5’-3’ direction via the complex’ exonuclease activity in order to generate single stranded DNA ends (90). Free ssDNA is immediately coated by RPA (replication protein A) which on one hand supports HR by stabilizing ssDNA and preventing secondary structures, and on the other hand strongly inhibits association of Rad51 (36,132). Rad51 is the key enzyme and core mediator of HR, its recruitment and binding to sites of damaged DNA are crucial for successful HR conduction. Association of Rad51 to ssDNA and interaction with RPA to release inhibitory effects is mediated via several Rad51 cofactor proteins collectively called mediators. The group of mediators in human cells includes BRCA1, BRCA2, Rad52 and the Rad51 paralogs Rad51B, Rad51C, Rad51D, Xrcc2 and Xrcc3, all of which have been reported to be essential for Rad51 and RPA interaction (125,131,152). After dissociation of RPA, Rad51 forms long nucleoprotein filaments at the 3’ end which, supported by Rad54, facilitate search for homologous sequences, subsequent strand invasion into the unwound D-loop and strand transfer, the central step of HR (also called synopsis) (9,94). The newly bound 3’ end serves as primer for DNA synthesis beyond the damaged site. In the currently favored model of HR, elongation of the migrated strand and further unwinding of the template lead to Rad52 mediated invasion of the second end of the DSB (130). The resulting structure model is called double Holliday junction. After successful repair, Holliday junctions can generally be resolved via two pathways, either by dissolution into obligatory non-crossing over products by BLM and Topoisomerase III, or by cleavage via specific resolvases, which may lead to crossing over or non-crossing over products, depending on the direction of cutting. However, both pathways of Holliday junction cleavage result in exchange of genetic information, known as gene conversion.
2.3.2. Homologous recombination at sites of stalled replication forks

HR at sites of stalled replication forks is restricted to the S-phase of the cell cycle, a time point when the cell's DNA is usually highly vulnerable to damage. Minor DNA lesions which may usually be tolerated by the cell during other cell cycle phases now become replication obstacles to the proceeding replication forks. The repair and restart of the stalled replication forks requires an extremely precise and tightly regulated mechanism of repair. Failure of adequate restart can result in cell cycle arrest and in various types of mutation or loss of genomic material (49,57). The stalling of replication forks typically occurs at sites of DNA damage (e.g. SSBs) and affects either the leading or the lagging strand. The fork is unable to proceed replication at the lesion due to interruption of the reading process of the polymerases and is halted. At the same time helicases may proceed beyond the damage leaving long stretches of ssDNA behind. Digestion of these stretches via nucleases can lead to one-ended DSB with long, overlapping ssDNA ends and no partner strand to join to. This strongly increases the risk of aberrations and, in contrast to other HR-inducing types of DNA damage (UV-irradiation) is also exclusively dependent on HR to restore fork proceeding and to prevent loss of information. HR at sites of stalled replication forks is initiated by ATR/ATRIP, which specifically detects stalled replication forks and stretches of ssDNA (see above) and initiates cell cycle arrest. SsDNA ends are coated and stabilized by RPA. The following steps include fork stabilization, association of Rad51, single-strand invasion into the non-affected double helix and repair synthesis, as described above for HR of frank DSB (Fig. 4). Artificial stalling of replication forks, as conducted in this study, can be achieved via replication fork stalling agents such as thymidine, which is incorporated and transformed into dTTP by the cells. High amounts of dTTP induce a partial inhibition of the ribonucleotide reductase and a dysbalance of the dNTP pool. Reduced availability of dNTPs results in a dysfunction of the DNA polymerase complex and to subsequent replication fork stalling (12,45). The release and restart of the artificially stalled forks is conducted via HR as described above, though this model does not include an initial strand lesion. DSB and SSB have been described to occur during the process of fork restart and are discussed to be a result of Mus81 endonuclease activity and replication fork collapse (see discussion).
2. Introduction

Figure 4: Model of homologous recombination at sites of stalled replication forks.
2.3.3. Regulation of HR via p53 and ATR

HR downregulation has been proposed to serve as a damage prevention mechanism, since HR intermediate structures (ssDNA, Holliday junctions) are highly fragile and vulnerable to breaks and other damage. P53 participates in control and surveillance of HR and has repeatedly been reported to be required for HR downregulation (13,74,110). This has been confirmed in different experimental layouts, concerning both wild-type as well as transactivation-inactive mutant p53 (17,110) (however a structurally intact core domain as well as a functional oligomerization domain of p53 seems to be required for specific HR downregulation (17,33,147)).

P53 interacts with Rad51, the key enzyme of HR and inhibits formation of Rad51 foci during replication (19,65,112,128,153). Other associations and interactions with HR enzymes have been reported for different steps of HR: enzymes involved initially and early in the recombination process such as RPA (106) and Rad54 (5), control and surveillance proteins such as BRCA1 and 2 (77,156), and the replication associated helicases BLM and WRN (150). P53 is further able to recognize and directly bind to stalled replication forks and recombination intermediate structures such as ssDNA or Holliday junctions (73,129).

Taken together, p53 is involved in HR surveillance on multiple levels from recognition of stalled replication forks to initiation, progression and termination of HR.

ATR is activated in response to replication fork stalling (see ATR pathway) and is involved in fork stabilization, cell cycle arrest and facilitation of fork restart. It has therefore been proposed to be an important control enzyme to secure adequate and correct conduction of HR. Once activated in response to replication fork stalling, ATR is able to phosphorylate p53 at N-terminal Serine15. Phospho-S-15-p53 has been reported to transiently or stably associate with key HR enzymes (103) and has recently been shown to directly affect levels of HR in cells (102). Studying the influence of the ATR-dependent S-15-phosphorylation on HR regulation is therefore a promising approach to gain a better understanding of the elaborate mechanisms of HR regulation.
3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Cell lines:

The experiments were conducted using the non-small cell lung carcinoma cell line NCI-H1299 (American Type Culture collection, # CRL-5803). H1299 cells harbor a partial homozygous deletion of both alleles of the p53 gene and are functionally p53 null.

The established subclone H1299 FRT Zeo #1 carries a stably integrated genomic FRT target sequence for the FLP recombinase, enabling targeted integration of a gene of interest into the FRT site.

H1299 FLP QS 22,23 #7 is a FLP-In product of H1299 Zeo, transfected with a transactivation-inactive mutant form of p53 (L22Q, W23S, see below).

H1299 FLP QS 22,23 S15A clone #4, also created via transfection, contains another FLP-in p53 product, which translates for both, the FLP QS mutation and a Serine 15 to Alanine mutation, inactivating the main phosphorylation target site for ATR and ATM.

3.1.1. Plasmids:

The N-Terminal mutant S15A and S20A plasmids for the different cell clones were derived from pRc/CMV5.5 (provided by Dr. A. Dutta). During the course of the study, the S20A plasmid was excluded from the experimental process and used to provide stock solution only.

The pRc/CMV5.5 plasmid itself already harbours the QS 22,23 mutation, consisting of amino acid exchanges at Leucine 22 to Glutamine and Tryptophane 23 to Serine. The additional Serine 15 to Alanine and Serine 20 to Alanine mutations for S15A and S20A plasmids (Fig.5) were introduced via site-directed mutagenesis (Quik Change® II Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit, Stratagene) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Plasmids were then purified (Promega Wizard plus Minipreps DNA Purification System A7510) and stored at -20°C. These plasmids were generated during preceding experiments in this laboratory and were ready to use.
3. Materials and Methods

![Figure 5](image_url)

**Figure 5:** The N-terminal sequence of p53 contains the main transactivation domain. Mutations of L/W 22,23 to Q/S 22,23 generate a transactivation inactive mutant p53. The Serine 15 to Alanin mutation inactivates the main phosphorylation site for the ATR kinase.

### 3.1.2. Cell culture and maintenance

Cells were maintained at 37°C, 5% CO2, humidified atmosphere in complete RPMI 1640 medium containing 10% BGS, 10mM HEPES, 2mM/L-Glutamine and 1% Penicillin/ Streptomycin. Regarding the H1299 FRT Zeo cells, 50 µg/ml Zeocin was added to the medium to ensure stable maintenance of the transfected plasmid, for the H1299 FLP QS and H1299 FLP QS S15A lines, 200ug/ml Hygromycin was added. All cell lines were seeded at densities of at least $10^6$ cells/T75 tissue culture flasks and subcultured every two to three days. Cells were used between the passages 5 and 25 to minimize the risk of aging and spontaneous mutation during the course of experiments.

In order to permanently store the cells in liquid nitrogen, confluent cultures were trypsinized and diluted in antibiotic-free RPMI 1640 medium, then counted and spun down at 1000 rpm for 4 minutes. The pellets were resuspended in cooled 10% DMSO/medium at a concentration of $10^6$ cells /ml and transferred to 1.5 ml cryo-vials. The vials were placed on ice for 10 minutes, in a -20°C freezer for about 2 hours, transferred to -70°C overnight and then to the liquid nitrogen tanks the next days. If needed, vials were quickly thawed in a 30°C water bath. Cells were spun down in 8ml regular RPMI at 1000 rpm, supernatant including the toxic DMSO was discharged and the cells were resuspended in 4 ml of medium and grown in T25 flask.
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for three days until selection medium was added. All cell culture was conducted under sterile conditions in a vertical flow hood.

3.2. Amplification of plasmid and characterization of the mutations L22Q,W23S, S15A and S20A

The plasmids pRc/CMV5.5 L22Q,W23S S15A and pRc/CMV5.5 L22Q,W23S S20A were transfected into E.coli, amplified and harvested using DNA Mini and Maxi extraction kits (Sigma). The DNA was then concentrated via Ethanol precipitation and characterized using certain restriction enzymes for digestion and a gel-run for UV-pictures of the digested plasmid fragments.

3.2.1. Amplification

Both of the Plasmids, concentrated at 1 µg/µl were taken from the provided stock at -20°C, brought to room temperature and slightly vortexed. 2µl of DNA each were taken out of aliquots and transferred to pre-chilled 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes to avoid temperature peaks during electro transformation. 20 µl of electro-competent E.coli (Coli SURE Electroporation-competent cells, Stratagene) were carefully mixed with 2µl DNA and electroporated at 1.8 kV and time constant of 4.3ms for S15A and 4.7ms for S20A plasmid. Bacteria were then immediately resolved with 1 ml SOC Medium, transferred into 15 ml centrifuge tubes and placed in a rotating incubator at 225 rpm and 37°C for 1 hour. Cells were then spread in different amounts (5-50 µl) and incubated in shaking incubator at 225 rpm at 37°C for 1 hour on pre-warmed LB-plates with 100µg/ml Ampicillin and incubated overnight. Individual colonies were then picked and expanded in fluid LB/Amp medium first for 12h in 250ml, then for 12h in 500ml at 37°C while shaking overnight.

The DNA of both plasmids was harvested from 250ml LB E.coli liquid cultures, using a Gen-elute Maxi prep Kit (Sigma), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, about 150 ml of each overnight culture was transferred to provided columns, pelleted by spinning down, then resuspended in buffer and lysed for up to 3 minutes. After separating the fluid contents from the aggregated cell remains via neutralization and centrifugation, the DNA-containing supernatant was carefully transferred to another column, cleared twice with endotoxin-removal solution on ice and transferred
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to prepared silica gel DNA-binding columns. High molecular weight bacterial DNA was then washed and centrifuged with washing solution for several times. Plasmid DNA was then eluted in 500µl 60°C, endotoxin-free H₂O.

3.2.2. Ethanol precipitation

To generate a higher concentration of the purified DNA, 3M sodium acetate was added (10% v/v) and vortexed carefully. 2.5 volumes of ice-cold 100% ethanol were added, mixed and stored for 15 min at -70°C. The DNA precipitates were centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 20 min. Supernatant was discarded and the pellets were resolved and washed with 500ul of 70% ethanol. After repeating centrifugation, the pellets were dried at air and dissolved in 500ul ddH₂O, then stored at -20°C.

3.2.3. Characterization of the Plasmids

Both Plasmids weredigested with the restriction enzymes Acc1 and Sca1, leading to 3 (1701, 2229 and 2908 bp) and 2 fragments (3754 and 2031bp), respectively. 20µl of plasmid were mixed in a PCR tube with 24µl ddH₂O, 5ul 10x buffer G for ACC1, buffer K for Sca1, and 1µl Acc1 and Sca1 each, and then digested at RT for 2 hours. After digestion, plasmids were mixed with DNA dye (Bromocresol green 0.25%, Xylene cyanol FF 0.25%), mixed with loading buffer (DNA ladder, Invitrogen) and run on a 0.7% agarose gel, supplemented with 0.2µg/ml ethidiumbromide in 1x TBS buffer at 120-140 mV for about 30min. The verification process generated the expected bands at the right cut sizes for S15A and S20A.
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3.3. Lipofection of the Plasmids into the H1299FRT host cell line

2 days prior to transfection the H1299FRT host cells were seeded into 3 T25 flasks. After checking viability and confluency (80%) of cells, the flasks were rinsed with antibiotic-free RPMI 1640 medium and filled with 3.5 ml afterwards. The plasmid DNA of the S15A, S20A or the empty, hygromycin-resistance translating control vector (pcDNA5.5) were each combined at a ratio of 9:1 with pOG44 plasmid and quickly diluted with 300µl of serum-free medium. In 3 different separate tubes, 50µl of Metafectene (Biontex) were mixed with 300µl of serum-free medium, quickly added to the plasmid/pOG44 mixture and incubated at RT for 15 minutes. Thereafter, DNA/lipid complexes were added to the T25 flasks and incubated at 37°C. After 4 hours, medium was replaced by 4ml of fresh medium and cells were incubated overnight. Cells were then trypsinized, counted and plated to 6 cm dishes at concentrations of 4000-6000 cells each plate, after 24 hours changed to medium containing 100µg/ml Hygromycin, and after 4 days to concentrations of 200µg/ml Hygromycin. Medium was changed every 4-5 days. After 12-14 days, 12 colonies of the S15A and S20A plasmid-transfected colonies each were trypsinized using small plastic cylinders dipped in sterilized Vaseline, then transferred to 12 well plates and expanded in regular RPMI 1640 or Hygromycin selective medium and transferred subsequently to larger well plates and T25 flasks. At the time point the individual cell line clones had expanded to an appropriate number of cells, they were frozen down and stored in liquid nitrogen for further experiments.

3.4. Hydroxyurea, thymidine and caffeine

Prior to treatment, cells were grown to confluence and plated into 8-well chamber slides in non-selective medium at densities of 7x10^4 to 8x10^4 cells/ml, 0.5ml each well, 4 wells each slide, and stored overnight to attach. Concentrations and time for the basic treatments (HU, TdR or CF, 5mM for 24 hrs) were based on preliminary data provided by Bianca Sirbu. For the hydroxyurea treatments, 100ml of a 100mM/ml stock solution in water was prepared, sterile filtered and kept at 4°C. Thymidine and caffeine solutions at 5mM were freshly prepared from 99% powder stock, dissolved in regular RPMI 1640 medium and sterile filtered for every new
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course of experiments.

3.5. Cell fixing and immunostaining for Rad51

After drug treatment, cells were washed 1x with PBS (pH 7.4) and permeabilized for 3 minutes with 0.5% Triton X/20mM HEPES, pH 7.9 /50mM NaCl /3mM KCl /300mM Sucrose. After permeabilization, cells were immediately fixed for 30 min with 3%PFA in PBS/2%Sucrose/1xPBS. Unspecific antibody binding was blocked with 0.1% Triton X/10% BGS for 45 minutes in humidified chamber or stored overnight at 4°C. After washing 3x5 min with PBS, cells were incubated for 3h in a humidified chamber at 37°C with 100uL/well 1:200 primary rabbit anti-Rad51 Ab-1 in 2% BSA/BGS, 1% Triton X-100. Cells were then washed 3x 5 min with 100µL/well 0.1% Triton X/ PBS. Secondary Antibody Alexa Chicken 488 anti-rabbit was also diluted in 2% BSA/BGS, 1% Triton X-100 at a concentration of 1:1000 and incubated for 1hr at RT in a light-proof humidified chamber. After immunostaining, cells were washed 3x5 min with 100uL/well 0.1% Triton X/ PBS, then treated with 10µg/mL DAPI for 2 min, then washed again 2x2 minutes with 0.1% Triton X/PBS. Slides were then separated from the attached wells and dried, applicated with Antifade, covered with cover slips and sealed with nail polish. Slides were counted 16-36 hours after staining.
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3.5.1. Immunostaining for γ-H2AX foci

Double strand breaks were generated via irradiation with 2Gy or after thymidine treatment; the subsequent staining process almost resembled the Rad51 foci staining process, except for antibodies and incubation times. Primary antibody was γ-H2AX mouse monoclonal Ab in 2% BSA/BGS, 1% Triton X-100 at a dilution of 1:100, and was incubated 3-4 hours at 37°C in a humidified chamber. Secondary goat anti-mouse Ab, diluted 1:1000 in 2% BSA/BGS, 1% Triton X-100 was incubated for 2 hours in a light proof humidified chamber at RT. Slides were counted 16-36 hours after staining.

3.5.2. Foci counting

Slides were analyzed via immunofluorescence microscopy at a magnification of 100x, using oil immersion. After checking for apoptotic and damaged nuclei, which tend to exhibit misleading high numbers of foci and therefore had to be excluded from the counting process, the quality and quantity of the remaining foci were determined for 100 nuclei per well. Pictures were taken using exposure times between 4-7ms for DAPI and 0.5-1s for green fluorescence.
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3.6. Complete List of all used Materials, Reagents and appliances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Manufacturer/specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cell culture materials</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPMI 1640 medium</td>
<td>Sigma /4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Glutamine</td>
<td>Sigma /aliquoted at -20°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penicillin/Streptomycin</td>
<td>Cellgro, #30-002CL/-20°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heps</td>
<td>Siena /4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGS (bovine growth serum)</td>
<td>Hyclone, #30541.03/4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS (Phosphate buffered saline)</td>
<td>137 mM NaCl 2,7 mM KCl 2 mM KH2PO4 10 mM Na2HPO4 x 2H2O / 4°C Sigma, Autoclaved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trypsin</td>
<td>Sigma, Trypsin EDTA solution #T4174 /4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hygromycin B</td>
<td>Invitrogen, #10687-010, /4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeocin</td>
<td>Invitrogen, #46-0509, /-20°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMSO</td>
<td>Sigma, #D4540-100ML /RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLP-IN System</td>
<td>Invitrogen, Cat # K6010-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue Culture Flasks,</td>
<td>BD Falcon, 0.2mm vented blue cap 0,2mm vented blue cap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipets</td>
<td>Fisherbrand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tubes</td>
<td>BD Falcon Blue Max Polypropylene Conical Tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dishes and 6,12 Well plates</td>
<td>BD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incubator</td>
<td>Forma Scientific Water jacketed Incubator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Manufacturer/specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nitrotank</td>
<td>Forma Scientific Cryomed CM290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrifuge</td>
<td>Thermo Electron Corporation IEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Central CL2 Centrifuge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryotubes</td>
<td>NUNC CryoTube Vials #377267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20°C, -70°C freezer</td>
<td>NINTA, VWR Scientific</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Plasmid Amplification and Characterization**

| Bacteria                       | Stratagene, Epicurion Coli SURE                  |
|                                | Electroporation-competent cells                  |
|                                | #200227, / -70°C                                 |

| Plasmids                       | in stock,                                       |
|                                | pRc/CMV5.5 QS 22,23 / -20°C                     |
|                                | pRc/CMV5.5 QS 22,23 S15A/ -20°C                 |
| 20°C                           |                                                  |

| SOC Medium                     | Invitrogen, #15544-034 / RT                      |

**LB Medium and Plates:**

| Bacto-tryptone                 | BD, #225930                                     |
| Bacto-yeast extract            | BD, #212750                                     |
| NaCl                           | Sigma, #S7653-1KG                               |
| H2O                            | Autoclaved                                      |
| Bacto-agar                     | BD, #214050                                     |
| Ampicilllin                    | Sigma, #A5354                                   |

| DNA Maxi prep Kit              | Sigma, #NA0400S / RT, 4°C                       |
| ACC1                           | Promega, ACC1 Rest. Enzyme #R6411 / -20°C       |
| Buffer G                       | Promega, #R007A / -20°C                         |
| Sca1                           | Promega, Sca1 Rest. Enzyme #R6211 / -20°C       |
| Buffer K                       | Promega, #R010A / -20°C                         |
| DNA Ladder                     | Invitrogen, #15628-019 / -20°C                  |
| DNA Dye                        | BostonBioProducts, Agarose gel loading Dye      |
|                                | #BM-100G / 4°C                                  |
| Agarose                        | Bio-Rad, #162-0102                              |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Manufacturer/specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethydium Bromide</td>
<td>Gibco, #15585-011 / RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR Tubes</td>
<td>Eppendorf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrotransfection</td>
<td>Bio-Rad Micropulser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrifuges</td>
<td>Sorvall RC5C plus Superspeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beckmann Coulter Allegra 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beckmann Coulter Microfuge 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photometers</td>
<td>Perkin-Elmer Lambda 3 UV/VIS Spectrophotometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amersham Biosciences Gene Quant pro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaker</td>
<td>LLI Lab-line Incubator-Shaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave</td>
<td>Panasonic Inverter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrophoresis box</td>
<td>OWL Scientific Plastics, OSP-105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV Images</td>
<td>Syngene Bio Imaging GENE FLASH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipofection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metafectene</td>
<td>Biontex, #T020-1.0 / 4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pOG44 Plasmid</td>
<td>Invitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs and treatments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroxyurea</td>
<td>Sigma, #H8627-1G /4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thymidine</td>
<td>Sigma, # T1899-5G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caffeine</td>
<td>Sigma, # C0750-5G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weigh</td>
<td>Denver Instrument Company TL104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fisherbrand Weighing Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syringes</td>
<td>BD, 10ml Syringe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filters</td>
<td>Fisherbrand 25mm Syringe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Manufacturer/specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stainings</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sucrose 99%</td>
<td>Sigma, #S0398-500G / RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFA 4% (paraformaldehyde)</td>
<td>Boston Bioproducts, #BM154 / -20°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA (bovine serum albumine)</td>
<td>Sigma, #A 9647-50G / -20°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGS</td>
<td>Hyclone, #30541.03 / 4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton X-100</td>
<td>Sigma, #T-9 284 / RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepes</td>
<td>Siena / 4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl</td>
<td>Sigma, #S3014-500G / RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCL</td>
<td>Sigma, #P4505-500G / RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounting Medium</td>
<td>Vector, Vecatshield #H-1000 / 4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAPI</td>
<td>Sigma, #D9542-1MG / 4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slides</td>
<td>BD, #354108 / RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covers</td>
<td>Fisher Scientific, #125485C / RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear Nail polish</td>
<td>New York Nails / RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidified chamber</td>
<td>Tupperware box with moist paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fluorescence Microscope</strong></td>
<td>Olympus America BX51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source of fluorescence</strong></td>
<td>Olympus BX-URA2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Camera</strong></td>
<td>Zeiss AxioCam MR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antibodies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rad 51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Rad51 rabbit PAb</td>
<td>Calbiocam, #D00024394 / -20°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Chicken anti-Rabbit</td>
<td>Invitrogen, Alexaflour 20 #54256A / 4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yH2AX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Mouse mAb to yH2AX</td>
<td>Abcam, #ab18311-100 / -20°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Goat anti-Mouse</td>
<td>Invitrogen, Alexaflour488 #A1102 / 4°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.1 Establishing isogenic H1299 cell clones with different p53 status

The p53 mutant cell lines H1299 FRT zeo, H1299 FLP QS22,23 and H1299 FLP QS22,23 S15A were successfully generated via site-directed mutagenesis of p53-expression-plasmids and Flp-In System transfection into host cell line. All cell lines were derived from H1299, a non small cell lung carcinoma cell line which harbors a partial deletion of p53 and is thus functionally p53 null.

Figure 6a shows the linear sequence chart of p53 protein including both introduced N-terminal mutations at Q22, W23 and at S-15 (as generated in the H1299 FLP QS22,23 S15A cell line, see below). The single mutated H1299 FLP QS 22,23 cell line was transfected with a Q22L,W23S mutant, transactivation-inactive plasmid. This mutation was introduced to minimize the effects of transactivation and downstream activities of p53, enabling observations of direct protein interactions only. H1299 FLP QS cells are expected to suppress HR via direct ATR/p53/Rad51 interaction, thus forming fewer detectable Rad51 foci as compared to the p53-null variant.

H1299 FLP QS22,23 S15A cells are provided with an additional S15A mutation and are supposed to indicate the loss of HR suppression through increased Rad51 foci formation. This enhanced HR should be due to interruption of the direct interaction of p53 and ATR.

H1299 FRT zeo cells contain only the FRT target site and therefore reflect HR activity in p53 null cells. For simplicity, the cell lines will be named H1299 QS (for H1299 FLP QS 22,23), H1299 S15A (for H1299 FLP QS 22,23 S15A) and H1299 FRT (for H1299 FRT zeo) in the following text.

Since transfection does not guarantee equal protein expression levels in cell lines, a western blot was performed to determine whether comparable amounts of p53 proteins are expressed in both cell lines (immunoblot was performed by Bianca Sirbu). Figure 6b demonstrates that the tested H1299 QS and H1299 S15A cell lines both show basal levels of p53 protein comparable to functional p53 protein levels in wt p53 MCF7 cells. Since already very low levels of p53 are known to successfully suppress HR, minor p53 expression level deviations in H1299 S15A cells are negligible.
HR is a cell cycle-dependent DNA repair mechanism, preferably executed during S- and G2 phase. Exposure to thymidine (TdR) disturbs the stoichiometric use of all four nucleotides for DNA synthesis. Thymidine thus slows down replication or even arrests cells during S-Phase. In order to determine whether expression of p53 QS or p53 S15A differentially affects cell cycle progression in the presence of the S-phase inhibitor, a cell cycle analysis with and without thymidine treatment was performed (by Bianca Sirbu). Figure 6c shows the distribution of cells in the various phases. It confirms that thymidine accumulates cells in S-phase independently of the p53 form expressed.

**Figure 6:** Location of the L22Q/W23S and the S15A mutations in the linear sequence chart of the N-terminus of p53 (a). Protein expression levels of p53 in the transfected H1299 cells compared to MCF7 wt cells (b). Cell cycle distribution of the p53 null and the transfected L22Q/W23S cell line, in untreated cells and after 24h 5mM TdR treatment (c) (With friendly permission of Henning Willers).
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4.2 Induction of Rad51 foci in response to replication fork stalling

Hydroxyurea \((\text{C}_4\text{H}_4\text{N}_2\text{O}_2)\) and thymidine \((\text{C}_{10}\text{H}_{14}\text{N}_2\text{O}_5)\) induce S-phase delay via inhibition of the ribonucleotide reductase and hence depletion of the dNTP pool (HU), or dysbalance of NTP usage (TdR). Despite different mechanisms both agents lead to replication fork stalling, resulting in elevated levels of HR. To decide whether HU or TdR should be used during the following experiments, cells were incubated with both drugs to compare the differences in Rad51 foci formation and appearance.

H1299 FRT and H1299 QS cell lines were plated overnight in 6 12-well chamber slides (4 chambers each slide, 3 slides each cell line) and treated with 5mM HU (2 slides) or 5mM TdR (2 slides) or left untreated (2 control slides). TdR appeared to be less toxic and generated larger, brighter and more distinct Rad51 foci (Fig. 7) as compared to HU. In the following experiments cell cycle inhibition was only performed via TdR.

In general, all cell lines, H1299 FRT, H1299 QS and H1299 S15A show different individual numbers of Rad51 foci prior to treatment (untreated control cells) and, according to their ability of suppressing HR, higher numbers of Rad51 foci after treatment.

Figure 7: Overlay pictures of the nuclei of H1299 FRT cells immunostained for Rad51 foci following 5mM HU (left) and 5 mM TdR (right). The TdR treatment generated larger and brighter Rad51 foci than HU.
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Monitoring the formation of Rad51 foci is a widely used method to observe HR activity in mammalian cells. To compare HR levels in different cell lines, it was necessary to generate a quantitative criterion to discriminate effects of HR suppression or HR promotion. For this purpose, the individual numbers of Rad51 foci per cell were compared to determine a cut-off number to formally discriminate between HR-conducting or HR-negative cells. This cut-off had to be generated simultaneously for the cell lines to ensure the comparability of all consecutive results. Cells were incubated with 5mM TdR for 24h, fixed on slides and stained. Each slide was previously examined in DAPI staining to exclude apoptotic and fragmented nuclei from the counting process. 100 intact nuclei per well were counted. The individual numbers of foci per nucleus were then grouped in 1-4, 5-9, 10-14, 15-19, 20+ foci/nucleus. The numbers of cells that showed the respective numbers of foci were expressed as a percentage of the total number of cells, as demonstrated in figure 8.

Figure 8: Distribution of Individual numbers of Rad51 foci per nucleus, in p53 null and QS cells after 24h 5mM TdR treatment.
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Several cut-off values were calculated and compared, the best discriminating cut-off turned out to be 10 foci. Enhanced numbers of cells with ≥ 10 foci were therefore considered to reflect elevated levels of HR. This cut-off was carried on for all consecutive experiments and cell numbers were plotted as the percentage of cells with ≥ 10 Rad51 relative to the total number of cells.

4.3 The S-15 site of p53 is required for suppression of Rad51 foci formation

The accumulation of Rad51 at stalled replication forks was induced by TdR treatment with 5mM for 24h. Control cells were left untreated (Fig. 9). The percentages of cells with ≥ 10 Rad51 foci were compared for untreated cells and after 24h 5mM TdR exposition. All three cell lines double their number of cells with ≥ 10 foci after TdR treatment (Fig. 10). Compared to both cell lines H1299 FRT and H1299 S15A, H1299 QS cells showed clearly lower numbers of cells with ≥ 10 foci for control and TdR treated cells. Because all three cell lines conduct spontaneous HR and exhibit individual basic numbers of cells with ≥ 10 foci in untreated cells, the actual TdR-induced numbers were calculated by subtracting the number of untreated cells with ≥ 10 foci from the number of treated cells with ≥ 10 foci (Fig. 10 “induced”, most right 3 columns). H1299 QS cells also showed fewer cells with ≥ 10 foci induced by TdR compared to the controls H1299 FRT, clearly indicating a suppressive effect of p53QS upon Rad51 foci formation.
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Figure 9: Pictures of Rad51 foci distribution in untreated (above) and after (below) 24h 5mM TdR treatment in H1299 FRT (left), H1299 QS (middle) and H1299 S15A (right) cells.

Figure 10: Distribution of cells with ≥ 10 Rad51 foci before and after 24h 5mM TdR and calculated columns for absolute, induced numbers of cells with ≥ 10 Rad51 foci.
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4.4. Time courses of Rad51 foci formation

In order to observe whether the formation of Rad51 foci is time-dependent, its kinetics were monitored during the course of TdR treatment and after release from 24h TdR exposure by changing to regular medium. Cells were incubated with 5mM TdR as previously described and fixed and stained for Rad51 foci every 2h (Fig. 11). In all three cell lines, the majority of Rad51 foci formed within the first 8h during incubation with only a slight further increase thereafter. After 24h, all three cell lines approached their comparatively highest levels of nuclei with ≥ 10 Rad51 foci. All three cell lines showed similar kinetics of foci accumulation, however, in agreement with the previous results, the H1299 S15A cell line showed the highest level of Rad51 foci while H1299 QS experience the lowest percentage of cells ≥ 10 foci.

Figure 11: Kinetics of the cellcounts with ≥ 10 Rad51 foci during 5mM TdR incubation. The numbers of cells with spontaneous HR (untreated control cells) have been subtracted as described above, only numbers of cells with induced Rad51 foci are shown.
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After 24h of TdR incubation, the medium was substituted by TdR-free medium in order to release cells from replication fork stalling. All three cell lines showed a further strong increase in Rad51 foci formation (additional 10%), suggesting that after replication resumed, additional HR might be initiated to repair or restart the remaining stalled forks (Fig. 12). Subsequently the levels of Rad51 foci declined within the next 8h indicating a continuous slow repair process.

Figure 12: Kinetics of the cellcounts with ≥ 10 Rad51 foci after release from replication fork stalling and medium exchange. The numbers of cells with induced Rad51 foci are shown.

To determine whether the additional increase in Rad51 corresponded to plain DNA damage, cells were immunostained for γ-H2AX foci after TdR treatment (examples in Fig. 13). In order to investigate overall γH2AX foci formation, cells were X-irradiated with 2Gy which uniformly lead to positive foci within 30min in all cells. After a 24h exposure to 5mM TdR, medium was replaced by regular medium and the level of γH2AX foci was monitored every 2h.
Figure 13: Pictures of γ-H2AX foci in H1299 S15A cells after 24h of TdR treatment (left), 2h after release (middle) and after IR.

Figure 14 demonstrates the induced percentage of cells with ≥ 10 γ-H2AX foci after 24h 5mM TdR, and 2h and 6h after release. 2h after removal of TdR the number of cells with ≥ 10 foci slightly increased and subsequently decreased again. The relative kinetics of γH2AX and Rad51 foci are fairly parallel suggesting that both reflect at least partly the identical biological process, namely the formation and repair of DNA strand breaks. Notably, the number of cells with newly generated γ-H2AX foci after 24h TdR treatment was relatively low, indicating rather low rates of DNA strand break generation after TdR treatment. However the consistently higher number of Rad51 foci may reflect an additional effect purely associated with HR (see discussion).

Figure 14: Kinetics of the cellcounts with ≥ 10 γ-H2AX foci after release from replication fork stalling. Only induced numbers of cells with γ-H2AX foci are shown.
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4.5 Differential effect of Caffeine upon induction and inhibition of Rad51 foci formation

Caffeine (Cf) is a strong inhibitor for both ATM and ATR kinase (in vitro $IC_{50}$ for ATM=0.2mM, $IC_{50}$ for ATR=1.1mM (115)). Because site-specific S-15 phosphorylation of p53 is an ATR/ATM dependent process, inhibition of the kinases via Cf was studied to further investigate the role of S-15 phosphorylation in HR. Cells were treated for 24h with different caffeine concentrations (0.4mM, 2mM, 5mM) (examples shown in Fig. 15).

![Rad51 foci in H1299 S15A cells after 24h TdR (left), 0.4mM Cf (middle) and 5mM Cf treatment.]

Figure 15: Rad51 foci in H1299 S15A cells after 24h TdR (left), 0.4mM Cf (middle) and 5mM Cf treatment.

Treatment with 0.4mM Cf alone increased the number of cells with $\geq 10$ Rad51 foci by 2-folds while 2mM Cf did not induce foci exceeding the control levels. Treatment with 5mM Cf strongly suppressed the Rad51 foci formation to numbers even far below the levels in untreated control cells (Fig. 16).

The increase in cells with $\geq 10$ Rad51 foci at lower Cf concentrations and the strong suppression of Rad51 foci formation at concentrations of 5mM Cf suggest a concentration-dependent inhibition of HR, presumably through suppression of ATR and ATM kinases at lower Cf concentrations, as well as through ATR/ATM/p53 independent suppressive effects of Cf on HR and cell cycle checkpoint signaling at higher concentrations.
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Figure 16: Distribution of numbers of cells with $\geq 10$ Rad51 foci in untreated cells, after 24h 5mM TdR treatment and after treatment with different Cf concentrations. To avoid negative columns for the cells treated with 5mM Cf and for better comparison, the graph shows plain numbers of cells with $\geq 10$ Rad51 foci, rather than the previously used induced numbers of cells with $\geq 10$ Rad51 foci. The numbers for untreated control cells are shown in the 3 most left columns.

After simultaneous TdR (5mM) and Cf co-treatment at each concentration, all strains show a slight increase in numbers of cells with $\geq 10$ Rad51 foci compared to controls (Fig.16). However, this increase was far below the level achieved by 5mM TdR alone, indicating a limit to levels of cells with $\geq 10$ Rad51 foci in the observed population or a possibly suppressive effect of Cf on TdR metabolism.

The HR suppressing effect of H1299 QS cells compared to H1299 FRT and H1299 S-15A cells abrogates with increasing Cf concentration, indicating an additional, partly p53- independent effect of ATM/ATR on HR downregulation.
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Figure 16: Distribution of numbers of cells with $\geq 10$ Rad51 foci in untreated cells, after 24h 5mM TdR treatment and after treatment with different Cf concentrations. To avoid negative columns for the cells treated with 5mM Cf and for better comparison, the graph shows plain numbers of cells with $\geq 10$ Rad51 foci, rather than the previously used induced numbers of cells with $\geq 10$ Rad51 foci. The numbers for untreated control cells are shown in the 3 most left columns.

After simultaneous TdR (5mM) and Cf co-treatment at each concentration, all strains show a slight increase in numbers of cells with $\geq 10$ Rad51 foci compared to controls (Fig.16). However, this increase was far below the level achieved by 5mM TdR alone, indicating a limit to levels of cells with $\geq 10$ Rad51 foci in the observed population or a possibly suppressive effect of Cf on TdR metabolism.

The HR suppressing effect of H1299 QS cells compared to H1299 FRT and H1299 S-15A cells abrogates with increasing Cf concentration, indicating an additional, partly p53- independent effect of ATM/ATR on HR downregulation.
5. Discussion

Homologous recombination is one of the cells’ most important DNA repair pathways. It enables error-free correction of DNA damage of various types and is therefore highly beneficial for cell survival as well as for the prevention of malignant transformation into cancer cells.

Being one of the most elaborate repair mechanisms, HR is regulated via promotion and downregulation by a number of highly orchestrated proteins and kinases, all of which contribute to maintain well-balanced levels of HR following damage exposure. This balance is crucial for cell viability, since elevated levels of HR during S-phase have been proposed to increase genomic instability in cells, resulting in mutations and aberrations of genomic material (67,159). Excessive HR leading to deleterious or missense recombination has been linked to carcinogenesis (5,117), and particularly proliferating cells have been shown to be highly prone to accumulation of HR induced DNA deletions (47,101). Considering the potential damage caused by excessive HR, the downregulation mechanisms of HR have been proposed to be an important additional system for the cell to prevent carcinogenesis.

This study was performed in order to observe the interactions between the tumor suppressor protein p53 and the DNA damage response kinase ATR following replicative stress. It was investigated whether phosphorylation of p53 at the N-terminal serine residue S-15 via ATR is required for HR downregulation. A NSCLC H1299 cell system, consisting of one p53 null cell line, one transactivation-inactive cell line and one transactivation-inactive and S-15A mutant cell line, was used to monitor HR levels in the different experimental layouts. Replicative stress was induced via replication fork stalling through Thymidine, which is thought to mainly activate ATR as the principal damage response kinase following replication fork stalling. Taken together, the described study layout was constructed to observe differences in HR levels in the three cell strains, depending on their respective abilities to suppress HR via ATR-p53 interactions.
5. Discussion

5.1 transactivation-inactive H1299 L22Q,W23S p53 mutant cells retain their ability to suppress HR.

Suppression of HR via p53, as well as retaining of HR suppressive functions in transactivation-inactive p53 cells have been described and published for a wide range of different cell models (10,17,71,78,110,146,154), clearly showing a transactivation-independent effect for p53 on HR regulation. In this study, a plasmid containing a transactivation-inactive p53 mutant sequence has been introduced into the genome of H1299 NSCLC cells via Metafectene transfection. As a verification of the cell model used, Fig. 10 demonstrates the difference in HR levels in p53 null and QS cells before and after replication fork stalling treatment, showing that the QS cell line conducts significantly lower levels of HR than the p53 null cell line. These results, in consistence with previous studies, confirm that the transactivation-compromised H1299 QS cells are proficient to suppress HR effectively and independent of the cells basal HR levels.

5.2. The S-15 site of p53 is required for HR downregulation

The N-terminal S-15 site of p53 is the main target site for ATR/ATM- dependent phosphorylation in response to replicative stress. The damage response kinase preferably activated after exposure to replicative stress through replication fork stalling is ATR (see introduction) rather than ATM. Disrupted downstream signalling between ATR and p53 caused by impaired phosphorylation at S-15 is therefore thought to influence the cells habitual damage response and affect the kinetics of HR conduction. Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate that S15A mutant p53 cells that lack the ability of being phosphorylated by ATR, express significantly higher levels of HR after replication fork stalling compared to transactivation-inactive, but phosphorylation proficient QS cells. Consistent with data from previous publications (102), these findings show that phosphorylation of the S-15 site of p53 is required for successful HR downregulation.

Since the S-15 mutant cell line also carries the transactivation-inactivating L22Q, W23S mutation, the results are unlikely to be influenced by potential transcriptional activation or repression effects linked to S-15- phosphorylation.
A role for phospho-S-15 p53 in the regulation of HR has formerly been discussed in other publications which described colocalization and association of phospho-S-15 p53 with several HR key enzymes in response to replication fork stalling (33,103) In addition, Restle et al. (102) found the same HR suppressive effect of the phospho-S-15 site in a different cell model. Still, the exact mechanisms of the interactions between p53 and HR regulating enzymes remain subject of further investigations.

During the course of the experiment, HR levels in the S-15 mutant cell line were compared with the ones in p53 null cells (Fig. 10). Theoretically, the absence of p53 should result in comparatively higher levels of HR, due to the missing suppressive effect of p53. But despite containing an at least partially functional p53 protein, the number of cells conducting HR in the S15A cell line tended to exceed the levels of HR in p53 null cells in all experiments.

This could be explained in two ways: 1) S15 actively restricts pro-recombinogenic p53wt activity, or 2) The serine 15 to alanine mutation results in a gain of function mutation.

1) The S15 site of p53 naturally serves to downregulate excessive HR. On the other hand, p53 has been found to promote HR via a number of S-15 independent protein interactions and signalling pathways (see introduction). Phosphorylation at S-15 could therefore not only downregulate HR, but also counterbalance pro-recombinogenic, e.g. HR initiating and promoting properties of p53.

S-15 phosphorylation has further been shown to induce apoptosis in severely damaged cells (124). Disturbing the respective pathways could lead to an imbalance between induction of apoptosis versus DNA repair in the respective cells, resulting in elevated repair levels and less induction of apoptosis. Impairing S-15 phosphorylation via S15A mutation would therefore cause an unrestricted p53, whose unrestricted pro-recombinogenic properties as well as its imbalanced ratio between repair and apoptosis would contribute to higher levels of HR than in cells containing no p53 at all.

2) In addition, a gain-of-function mutation, in which a newly acquired mutation results in the promotion of oncogenic processes in cells rather than in a pure loss of suppression, can not be entirely excluded. In this case, S15A mutant p53 would cause excessive levels of HR in the respective cells and actively contribute to genomic destabilization via HR promotion.
5. Discussion

5.3. HR levels increase after release from TdR induced replication fork stalling

Replication fork stalling can be achieved via a number of drugs, all of which stall the respective forks through different mechanisms. Thymidine was used in this study due to the advantage of specifically targeting the replication fork progression only and its lower toxicity compared to other stalling agents.

Figure 9a shows the time kinetics of the development of Rad51 foci following TdR treatment during a designated time period. Treatment with 5mM TdR resulted in an increase of HR levels in all cell lines during the first 5 to 8 hours followed by an only minor increment within the next 24 hours. Surprisingly, after medium exchange and release from the TdR block after 24h, a further significant increase in HR activity was detected in all three cell lines, reaching maximum HR levels within the first 2-3 hours after release. In order to investigate the increase of recombination events and its causes, a series of γ-H2AX immunostainings was conducted (Fig.13,14).

Accumulation of γ-H2AX foci inside the nuclei is considered as an established indicator for the occurrence of DNA strand breaks (105,118). A rise in γ-H2AX foci after release of the TdR block could therefore reveal DNA damage or indicate other DNA strand break-inducing processes in the released cells, which would contribute to the rise in HR levels following TdR release. The number of cells with γ-H2AX foci slightly but significantly increased after a distinct time (approx. 2-4h) following TdR release, corresponding with the increase of Rad51 foci in cells conducting HR during the same time period. Contrarily to the levels of Rad51 foci, though, the formation of γ-H2AX foci remained at relatively low levels and did not show a similar high increase, raising the possibility that not all Rad51 foci reflect frank DSB but perhaps restart of stalled forks by several mechanisms (Fig. 17):

1) Replication fork stalling agents such as hydroxyurea and aphidicolin have been reported to be cytotoxic at certain higher concentrations, leading to unmanageable amounts of DSB and eventually cell death. Recent studies investigating the immediate effect of replication fork stalling describe little to no effect of TdR on DSB formation directly after treatment (18,75). Since the occurrence of DSB remains at low levels in the present results as well, the DSBs could therefore originate in spontaneous breakage or disruption of the single stranded ends, followed by the collapse of a small fraction of the stalled replication forks rather than being the result of an active damaging process. The collapsed forks would require the localised
phosphorylation of H2AX as well as activation of DNA repair pathways.

2) The occurrence of low numbers of intentionally introduced strand breaks could be the result of activation of Mus81, an endonuclease that is specialized on stalled replication forks as a substrate (8,42,54). Mus81 introduces SSBs and DSBs at the stalled forks, resulting in fork cleavage, repair, restart and replication progression. Depending on the type of break, the lesions are then detected by the respective DNA repair enzymes, inducing DNA repair and subsequent fork cleavage and progression (30). If a designated fraction of the stalled forks was repaired via Mus81, it would cause a small number of DNA strand breaks during this process.

Mechanisms to restart the stalled replication forks without introduction of strand breaks include the activation of new origin firing and of direct HR repair.

3) The long-term stalling of replication forks has been demonstrated to result in resumption of replication via new origin firing, which requires no formation of DSB at all (93). The remaining stalled fork intermediates situated in vicinity to the new origins can afterwards be restarted via several possible pathways, including NHEJ, SDSA or HR.

4) Previous observations have shown that replication fork restart is one of the specific purposes of HR and HR proteins (81,109,113). Examples for the used recombinant steps include template switching, Holliday junctions and the formation of chicken foot structures, all of which do not necessarily require a DSB or direct involvement of endonucleases at all (144). The increase in HR frequency after TdR release accompanied by relatively low levels of DSB in the present results could therefore be caused by an additional need of HR events, not only to repair, but also to restart the blocked replication forks at the time the block is resolved.

A similar distribution of Rad51 and γ-H2AX foci, though only monitored following release from long-term (24h+) fork stalling, has recently been described by Petermann et al. (93), who propose a plain collapse and inactivation of replication forks after long-term stalling, which is followed by rescue via HR, resulting in a strong increase in HR levels after release from stalling. Regarding the different co-existing mechanisms of restarting the forks after stalling, a simultaneous activation of these mechanisms, partly including the formation of strand breaks, could explain the comparably high rise in HR attended by a moderate rise in DBS.
5. Discussion

Figure 17: Examples of restart mechanisms of stalled replication forks. 1) Spontaneous breakage or introduction of strand breaks via Mus81, causing a rise in H2AX levels as well as in HR levels. 2) Fork restart without introduction of strand breaks via origin firing or direct HR, leading to elevated levels of HR only.
5. Discussion

5.4 Low concentrations of caffeine lead to impaired HR suppression

The two best described effects of caffeine on cells are the attenuation of damage induced G2 and intra-S phase arrest and the delay of repair processes (107,138,139,155). Cells treated with caffeine show signalling defects similar to cells that harbor the autosomal-dominant disease Ataxia teleangiectasia, a disorder characterized by mutational deactivation of both ATM genes. Caffeine is therefore often used as an ATR/ATM inhibitor (115), in order to study the effects of the downstream effects of the kinases and their potential targets in DNA damage response and cell cycle regulation (99,108,140,151).

Low dose caffeine treatment (0.4mM) of the H1299 FRT (p53 null), H1299 QS and H1299 QS S15A cell lines resulted in a remarkable increase in HR frequency in all three cell lines (Fig. 16), indicating disruption of the HR downregulation signalling pathways. A similar effect of caffeine treatment has previously been found by Restle et al. (102) in a different cell model. The results of the present study, showing a simultaneous increase in HR frequency in the p53-null cell line along with the two other cell lines raise the question whether the process of HR downregulation is exclusively dependent on ATR-p53 interactions, or if the results may be caused by partially independent effects of ATR/ATM on HR suppression. Several mechanisms could be taken into account to explain these results.

1) ATR/ATM have p53-independent regulating effects on HR conduction and suppression. The stabilization of stalled replication forks is an important step during HR, in which the ATR/ATRIP complex has been shown to participate during replication inhibition (see introduction). This step has never been described to be dependent on interactions with p53. Inhibition of ATR/ATM via caffeine might lead to partly insufficient stabilization of the replication intermediates and therefore result in elevated numbers of collapsed forks, requiring higher levels of HR-activity in cells.

2) Caffeine has ATR/ATM-independent effects on HR. Caffeine is known to have various effects on the cells metabolism, which cannot entirely be based on ATR/ATM inhibition alone. Caffeine has been shown to influence DNA-PK (14), as well as several other enzymes participating in cell cycle regulation and DNA repair (139,140,151). Existing data support the notion that caffeine further affects downstream proteins of ATR, ATM and Chk1 (62), though explicit specifications of the involved pathways or enzymatic effects remain unclear at the present time.
Caffeine could therefore contribute to replication fork stalling, destabilization, or delay in the repair process itself by affecting the respective downstream proteins of ATR and ATM as well as directly influencing HR associated proteins such as Rad51, RPA or BRCA1/2.

3) Caffeine itself has been described to trigger oxidative stress, DNA damage and apoptosis. Caffeine treatment has repeatedly been shown to promote apoptosis in different cell models (39,52), though the specific affected or induced pathways remain unknown. In recent studies, Caffeine has as well been shown to directly induce oxidative stress (97) which could lead to DNA damage or replication fork stalling at the respective damaged sites and therefore promote increased or prolonged HR activity in response.

As a further result, the co-treatment with caffeine and the replication fork stalling agent TdR only slightly increased HR frequency compared to single TdR treatment. Since all cells of the respected caffeine-treated cell population situated in S-phase already conduct HR, these numbers cannot be increased by additional TdR treatment.

5.5 High concentrations of caffeine lead to complete inhibition of Rad51 foci formation and HR

Caffeine treatment at intermediate concentrations of about 2mM had a rather small effect on HR frequency in all cell lines (Fig. 16). HR levels hardly differed from the ones in untreated cells. Therefore, no promoting or suppressive effect of caffeine could be determined. An increase of the numbers of Rad51 foci, as observed after low concentrations, has not been found. Similar to the results shown after low-dose caffeine treatment, co-exposure of TdR and caffeine did not induce any significant increase in HR frequency in any of the cell lines. In this case however, the underlying cause cannot be explained by the maximum number of cells already conducting HR. Caffeine has been found to disrupt checkpoint-mediated cell cycle delay and to cause overriding of the G2 and S checkpoints at rising concentrations starting from 1mM (99,108,115,151), therefore after 2mM, more cells have rapidly traversed the S-phase and are thus not undergoing replication stalling, fork repair and restart at the
time of observation, eventually resulting in reduced levels of HR after Cf/TdR co-
treatment.

In addition, rising concentrations of Caffeine have been shown to delay and to slow
down incorporation of $^3$H-Thymidine (62), this effect could probably result in
incomplete or disturbed replication fork stalling in the present study and impair
replication fork stalling and elevation of HR levels.

Treatment with 5mM of caffeine completely abrogated conduction of HR. Fig.16 (last
6 rows) shows HR frequencies in all three cell lines, after 24h of 5mM Cf treatment.
All cell lines exhibit lower levels of HR than the ones found in untreated control cells,
indicating a suppression of even spontaneous Rad51 formation. Further, the
formation of Rad51 foci inside the single nuclei, regarding even visibly small foci, or
foci numbers below the cut off line of $\geq 10$, which were not taken into account by the
used counting method, were completely abrogated as well (Fig. 15). This complete
suppression was also observed upon simultaneous TdR treatment (Fig.16).

The strong suppression of Rad51 foci formation could be explained by 1) the
inhibition of ATR and ATM kinases and the subsequent missing activation of cell
cycle checkpoints, as well as by 2) their function as damage response kinases,
phosphorylating DNA lesion recognition and repair initiation proteins such as RPA or
H2AX.

1) The striking effects of Caffeine upon Rad51 foci formation and the complete
absence of Rad51 foci found in this study correspond to recent findings of Nabieh et
al. (84), who hypothesized that treatment with caffeine leads to inhibition of ATR/ATM
and other cell cycle control proteins. These cells override the respective cell cycle
checkpoints and enter the state of mitosis prematurely, during which Rad51 foci have
been shown to be completely absent (84,139).

2) Caffeine has further been found to inhibit DNA damage response through
disrupting phosphorylation of RPA via DNA-PK and ATM (14,15) at Thr and Ser sites
of the 32kDa subunit. Though little is known about the specific function of these sites,
RPA itself is crucial for the stabilization of replication forks and interactions with
Rad51 and its co-mediators, the inhibition of this process would also be a
considerable explanation for the absence of Rad51 foci.
Another protein involved in HR initiation is H2AX, which is phosphorylated at serine residue S139 shortly after the occurrence of DSB (105). This phosphorylation is conducted via co-existing pathways mainly by ATM, ATR and DNA-PK and leads to formation of γ-H2AX foci at the sites of the respective DSB (21,105,118). In case of dysfunction or inhibition of one of the kinases, H2AX phosphorylation is taken over and conducted by the remaining kinase (142,23). Several HR initiating proteins have been found to colocalize and associate with γ-H2AX, such as Mre11, Rad51 and Brca1 (91,40). Although the presence of γ-H2AX foci is not a crucial condition for successful conduction of HR (22), a stabilizing and supportive role for γ-H2AX at sites of DSB has been observed (23,96). Further, H2AX has been described to facilitate initiation of Rad51 foci formation, showing delayed Rad51 foci formation in H2AX mutant cells (127). A complete inactivation of both of the kinases responsible for H2AX phosphorylation could therefore result in the absence of γ-H2AX foci and consecutively disturbed or delayed initiation of HR.

The contrast between the strong increase in HR levels in all cell strains after 0.4mM and the complete absence of HR after 5mM of caffeine treatment has to be further investigated, but could potentially be the result of a consecutive inhibition of the two kinases ATR and ATM at different concentrations of Cf. In vitro IC\textsubscript{50} have previously been described to be 0.2mM for ATM and 1.1mM for ATR (115). Accordingly, 0.4 mM may inhibit only ATM, resulting in replication fork destabilization and increased formation of strand breaks, which will require elevated HR levels to repair and reestablish the replication forks, while higher concentrations in addition abrogate ATR signaling which is required for Rad51 recruitment and HR during S-phase, leading to low levels of HR in all cells. This model would be consistent with the co-existing pathways of dual H2AX phosphorylation through ATR and ATM. The inhibition of ATM would therefore result in a counterbalanced phosphorylation of H2AX via ATR, still retaining successful initiation of HR. Inhibition of both kinases would completely abrogate H2AX phosphorylation, resulting in disturbed Rad51 foci formation and delayed association of repair proteins.
5. Discussion

While ATR has been characterized as the major damage response kinase for replication fork stalling, caffeine inhibits ATM as well as ATR, therefore an additional effect of ATM inhibition on the results of this study can not be excluded. Regarding the similar and often cooperating activity patterns of ATR and ATM in cell cycle control and DNA damage signaling, the step of p53 S15A phosphorylation in HR suppression could very likely be carried out by both of the kinases, depending on the type of DNA damage.

The original aim of this study was to investigate the effects of ATR-mediated S15A phosphorylation of p53 upon HR. The established results clearly indicate a significant effect of the S15A mutation on HR suppression, demonstrated by the elevated levels of Rad51 foci in the respective cell line.

Further, the effects of the inhibition of ATR/ATM and the identical kinetic reaction in all three cell lines indicate an additional, p53-independent involvement of ATR/ATM in HR regulation as well, questioning whether the site-specific phosphorylation of p53 is an essential step for HR downregulation.

Taken together, p53 S15 phosphorylation has been shown to generate a significant difference in HR levels in the respective cell lines. In combination with the p53-independent effects of ATR/AM on HR downregulation, the phosphorylation could therefore serve as an important additional control pathway to prevent excessive HR and contribute to the overall maintenance of genomic stability of the cell.
6. Summary

The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of ATR-mediated phosphorylation of p53 at S15 on Homologous recombination. Since DNA repair pathways, enzymes and their up- and downregulation play an important role in cancer genesis and moreover attain increasing importance in cancer treatment and therapy, it is crucial to gain further knowledge of the exact molecular mechanisms that promote or suppress the respective repair pathways.

In this study, Rad51 foci formation were employed as indicator of recombination activity. HR levels of three mutant cell strains were compared to determine whether ATR-mediated phosphorylation of p53 at S15 results in HR suppression. The cell system used for the experimental layout has been derived from the NSCLC H1299 cell line and consists of three variants of p53 mutants, one p53 null cell line, one p53 L22Q,W23S mutant and transactivation-inactive cell line and one L22Q,W23S S15A mutant cell line, which is transactivation-inactive and harbors an additional deficiency that prevents phosphorylation at S15 via ATR. Changes in HR levels or frequency in all cell lines were measured via quantification of Rad51 foci accumulation. Replicative stress was induced via replication fork stalling through thymidine, which is thought to mainly activate ATR as the principal damage response kinase following replication fork stalling. The inhibition of ATR was investigated via incubation with different concentrations of Caffeine.

This study was able to demonstrate that S-15 phosphorylation of p53 via ATR results in significant downregulation of HR. The presented results indicated a clearly impaired HR downregulation in the S15A mutated cell line compared to the other cell lines.

Further, the kinetics of the Rad51 foci formation during the course (2-24h) of TdR mediated replication fork stalling, as well as after release (24h +2h,4h,etc), were investigated and described. Despite the known effect of a rise in HR levels in all three cell strains during 24h of TdR treatment, the time course revealed an additional strong increase in HR activity similar in all three cell strains after release from 24h replication fork stalling. In order to study whether DNA damage has been cause of Rad51 accumulation, the formation of γ-H2AX foci during the same time period was studied. It was observed that the Rad51 foci accumulation was accompanied by a
simultaneous, though not equally strong rise in levels of γ-H2AX foci, due to several presumably corresponding replication fork restart pathways.

The inhibition of ATR/ATM through incubation with different Caffeine concentrations resulted in an initial strong increase in HR levels at 0.4mM Cf, followed by intermediate HR levels at 2mM, and a complete inhibition of HR at 5mM Cf, indicating additional, p53-independent regulatory activities of ATR/ATM upon HR downregulation.

Therefore, ATR-dependent phosphorylation of p53 at S-15 could serve as one of several coexisting downregulation mechanisms to suppress excessive HR and to reduce the risk of malignant transformation. In regard to recent developments in cancer therapy that target specific mutations in DNA repair pathways such as HR, it is highly important to gain thorough knowledge of the respective pathways and to identify potential target proteins, in order to provide individualized therapies suited for the underlying specific genomic alterations.
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